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The absolute scale of the neutrino mass plays a critical role in physics at every scale, from the
subatomic to the cosmological. Measurements of the tritium end-point spectrum have provided the most
precise direct limit on the neutrino mass scale. In this Letter, we present advances by Project 8 to the
cyclotron radiation emission spectroscopy (CRES) technique culminating in the first frequency-based
neutrino mass limit. With only a cm3-scale physical detection volume, a limit of mβ < 155 eV=c2

(152 eV=c2) is extracted from the background-free measurement of the continuous tritium beta spectrum
in a Bayesian (frequentist) analysis. Using 83mKr calibration data, a resolution of 1.66� 0.19 eV
(FWHM) is measured, the detector response model is validated, and the efficiency is characterized
over the multi-keV tritium analysis window. These measurements establish the potential of CRES for a
high-sensitivity next-generation direct neutrino mass experiment featuring low background and high
resolution.
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The discovery of neutrino flavor transformation [1,2]
proves that neutrinos are massive particles, in conflict with
the original standard model formulation, and establishes
that the weak flavor eigenstates (νe, νμ, and ντ) are
superpositions of three neutrino mass eigenstates (ν1, ν2,
and ν3). The neutrinos, alone among the fundamental
fermions, have masses that remain unmeasured [3].
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Neutrino mass is important across nuclear and particle
physics, astrophysics, and cosmology. The origin and
magnitude of neutrino mass may hint at new physics [4]
such as the neutrino’s possible Majorana nature [5],
with laboratory searches for neutrinoless double-beta
decay [6–10] testing this hypothesis. The tightest, though
model-dependent, upper limits on the absolute scale of
neutrino mass [11,12] are derived from measurements of
the large-scale structure analyzed within the ΛCDM
cosmological framework [13]. Neutrino mass has some
degeneracy with other parameters, and constraints on it are
weakened when allowing additional model extensions [14].
Furthermore, emerging cosmological tensions (e.g., H0

determination [11,15,16]) might point to new physics [17],
highlighting the value of independent measurements of
ΛCDM parameters.
A direct and model-independent laboratory constraint on

the neutrino mass can be derived from the kinematics of
beta decay or electron capture [18,19]. The electron-
weighted neutrino mass (mβ) observable is

mβ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX3
i¼1

jUeij2m2
i

vuut ; ð1Þ

where mi¼1;2;3 are the neutrino mass eigenvalues and Uei

are elements of the 3 × 3 unitary leptonic mixing
matrix [20,21]. The effect of neutrino mass manifests in
the decay electron spectrum near the end point as both a
shape distortion and a reduction in maximum electron
energy. Neutrino flavor oscillation measurements, sensitive
only to the mass-squared differences, impose an ultimate
lower bound of mβ ≥ 0.009 eV=c2 (mβ ≥ 0.048 eV=c2)
for the normal (inverted) mass ordering [3].
For over 70 years, tritium beta decay experiments have

produced the most sensitive direct mβ limits [19]. Most
recently, KATRIN has set a limit of mβ < 0.8 eV=c2 (90%
C.L.) [22]. Such experiments using molecular tritium (3H2,
or T2) become limited atmβ ∼ 0.1 eV=c2 due to broadening
caused by internal molecular motion [23,24]. An alternative
method uses electron capture on 163Ho [25,26], with a
current limit of mβ < 150 eV=c2 [27]; the challenges of
complex atomic and solid-state structure, backgrounds, and
pileup in this method are being investigated.
The Project 8 Collaboration has developed a new

technique, cyclotron radiation emission spectroscopy
(CRES), in pursuit of eventual sensitivity to mβ down
to 0.04 eV=c2. CRES uses the cyclotron emission from
electrons or positrons to determine their energies [28–30].
The cyclotron frequency (fcyc) of electrons in a magnetic
field (B) is a proxy for their kinetic energy (Ekin):

fcyc ¼
1

2π

jejB
me þ Ekin=c2

; ð2Þ

where e is the electron charge, me is the mass of the
electron, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. For
magnetic field strength of OðTÞ, an electron’s faint
OðfWÞ cyclotron radiation can be detected directly at radio
frequency (rf). The high precision possible with a fre-
quency measurement and CRES’s inherent relative immun-
ity to background make the technique ideally suited to
studying electrons emitted in beta decay [31]. CRES has
the statistical advantage of simultaneous acquisition
across the energy range of interest and elimination of
systematic effects associated with integral spectroscopic
methods [32,33]. Project 8 first demonstrated this technique
on the conversion electrons emitted by gaseous 83mKr [29].
Here, we present the first continuous-spectrum measure-
ment using the CRES technique—on molecular tritium beta
decay near the end-point region—enabling the first neu-
trino mass limit using CRES. We further demonstrate
eV-scale resolution and modeling of the detector response
using 83mKr data. The full details of these analyses are
presented in a companion manuscript [34].
At the core of the CRES apparatus is a cryogenic gas cell

(the “CRES cell”), within which electrons are produced in
radioactive decay and magnetically trapped while they emit
cyclotron radiation, shown in a rotated view in Fig. 1.
Radioactive source gas is delivered to this cylindrical cell
through an array of subwavelength holes, and the gas is
confined axially by microwave-transparent CaF2 vacuum
windows. Cooling the cell to 85 K reduces thermal noise
while maintaining sufficient 83mKr in the gas phase. The
cell is positioned in a superconducting magnet, whose
0.959 T axial background magnetic field induces cyclotron
motion and confines electrons radially. A “field-shifting
solenoid” within the magnet bore enables shifting of this
background field by up to �0.3% for systematic studies.
Five coils wound around the cell provide near-harmonic
magnetic trap potentials to confine electrons axially. Data
were taken in composite traps: a “shallow trap” of two coils
with depth ∼0.08 mT to demonstrate high-resolution
CRES and a “deep trap” of four coils with depth

gas port rf terminator

trap coilsrf window rf window

field-shifting solenoid

B

FIG. 1. Cutaway of the cryogenic CRES cell, where electrons
are produced in radioactive decay and magnetically trapped. The
cell waveguide has a cold interior diameter of 10.03 mm and
length of 132 mm (distance between rf windows). Cyclotron
radiation travels axially up the waveguide (left in rotated view),
toward the amplifiers and readout electronics.
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∼1.4 mT to increase effective volume for the tritium end-
point measurement.
Sourcegases—molecular tritiumand 83mKr—are delivered

individually fromacustomgasmanifold.Tritium is stored in a
nonevaporable getter [35], with its operating partial pressure
stabilized at 10−6 mbar using a feedback-loop-controlled
heating current to optimally balance the event rate with the
rate of unwanted electron-gas collisions. In a separate
calibration mode, 83mKr emanates from 83Rb adsorbed in
zeolite [36], and the rate of electron collisions is tuned to
match that in tritium data by the controlled release of H2 from
a separate getter. The gas composition is monitored using
quadrupole mass analyzers. To remove unwanted 3He from
the decay of tritium, in the tritium dataset the gas from the
active volume was continuously pumped through a control-
lable leak valve and sequestered. The pumpingwas continued
in the following 83mKr datasets because of 3He from residual
tritium adsorbed on gas system walls.
The CRES cell is a circular waveguide segment with a cold

inner diameter of 10.03 mm. The 26-GHz cyclotron radiation
couples to the TE11 propagating mode. Only the upward-
propagating radiation is detected; it is transmitted via wave-
guide to a series pair of low-noise cryogenic amplifiers held
at 30 K. To avoid unwanted reflections, the downward-
propagating radiation is absorbed below the cell in a conical
graphite-epoxy terminator. Thermal noise from this termi-
nator is the dominant contributor to the 132� 7 K system
noise temperature. After amplification, the signal is mixed
down in frequency and filtered before being digitized by a
ROACH2 data acquisition (DAQ) system [37] sampling at
3.2 GS=s. The onboard field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) performs Fourier transforms and digital down-
conversion to 200 MS=s in three independently tunable
DAQ frequencywindows.Thedata are streamed to a compute
node that applies trigger logic, writing periods of time-series
data to disk basedonhigh observed power in frequency space.
The Fourier-transformed data form a two-dimensional

spectrogram of power as a function of frequency and time
(Fig. 2). A tunable point-clustering algorithm is used to

identify bins with a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that
belong to electron signals and to group these into contiguous
“tracks.” Tracks are always “chirped”—positive-sloped in
frequency—due to radiated cyclotron power [Eq. (2)].
Inelastic collisions between electrons and gas molecules
cause energy loss, which is visible as sudden jumps in
cyclotron frequency; therefore tracks in close time sequence
are designated as being a single electron “event.” An
electron’s energy at the time of decay is extracted from the
initial frequency of the earliest track in an event.
The on-axis detector geometry introduces a Doppler

shift, causing frequency modulation (FM) and shunting
power from the main carrier into sidebands, reducing the
carrier SNR. This modulation effect scales with the axial
amplitude of the electron’s motion within the trap, thereby
decreasing the visibility of electrons in some trajectories
and limiting detection efficiency. All tracks in the spectro-
gram in Fig. 2 are the main carrier signal; sideband tracks
due to modulation are present at frequencies above and
below the main carrier but are too low-power to be detected
in this apparatus [38].
CRES is inherently an extremely low-background tech-

nique, with rf noise fluctuations as the dominant back-
ground. By precisely characterizing this rf background, true
events can be sensitively distinguished from noise such that
false events due to noise can be rejected to achieve an
arbitrarily low false-positive rate. In the event selection, the
decision to keep or remove an event is based on the number
of tracks it contains and properties of its first track: the
number of high-power bins it contains (roughly correspond-
ing to its duration) and its average SNR. The parameters for
this cut were chosen before tritium data acquisition at a level
expected to allow less than one rf-noise-induced background
event in the tritium dataset with 90% probability.
Analysis is performed on binned cyclotron frequency

(fcyc) data [34]. The predicted spectral shape (S) as
detected in a CRES apparatus is

S ¼ ϵ

�
Y �

X
j¼0

AjðI � L�jÞ
�
; ð3Þ

where convolution is denoted by �, with superscript �j
representing self-convolution j times. All variables can be
expressed as functions of fcyc or, consequently, Ekin and B
[Eq. (2)]. Only the detection efficiency (ϵ) has explicit
physical dependence on both fcyc and Ekin. The true
underlying spectrum (Y) includes all source effects. The
summation term characterizes the broadening elements of
the detector response, primarily from scattering and the
inhomogeneity of the magnetic trapping field. Scattering
before an electron’s detection gives rise to a low-energy tail
populated by events with undetected true first tracks.
Scatter peak amplitudes (Aj) are proportional to the
probabilities that an electron is first detected after j scatters.
They are determined by a phenomenological model.
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FIG. 2. Spectrogram of the first CRES event detected from a
tritium beta decay electron. Raw time-series data are Fourier
transformed in time bins of 40.96 μs, yielding 24.41-kHz
frequency bins.
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The electron’s energy-loss distribution after j scatters (L�j)
depends on the differential cross sections, the fractions γi of
each gas species i, and the loss to cyclotron radiation. The
intrinsic instrumental resolution (I) arises from variation in
the average magnetic fields sampled by electrons with
different kinematic parameters [38]. It is non-Gaussian and
is modeled using simulations of monoenergetic electrons in
the trap’s magnetic field profile [39].
Near-monoenergetic conversion electrons from 83mKr are

a powerful tool for characterizing the detector response
near the tritium end point. The underlying spectrum of the
83mKr K line at 17.8 keV (YKr) consists of a narrow main
peak and secondary low-energy peaks from shakeup and
shakeoff [40]. 83mKr calibration data (Fig. 3) are taken in
the shallow- and deep-trap configurations to verify the
validity of the detector response model across different trap
depths and scattering environments. Poisson-likelihood χ2

fits [41] are performed on these data, with goodness of fit
tested using Monte Carlo methods. The scattering para-
meters in Aj and the magnetic field B are free fit
parameters. No background is observed.
In the shallow-trap configuration, resolution is optimized

by minimizing the magnetic field variation experienced by
trapped electrons. The observed primary peak width is
4.0 eV (FWHM); the K-line natural linewidth is 2.774 eV
(FWHM) [42], yielding an instrumental resolution I of
1.66� 0.19 eV (FWHM). The low-energy satellite peak
consists of overlapping contributions from scattering (61%
of satellite peak counts) and shakeup and shakeoff com-
ponents. Across the full shallow-trap 83mKr spectrum, 69%
of events are detected before scattering.
The event rate is approximately 40 times higher in the

deep-trap configuration than in the shallow trap, at
the expense of a broader peak width of 54.3 eV
(FWHM). The larger acceptance of the deep trap includes

many electrons on initially undetectable trajectories,
resulting in only 45% of events being detected before
scattering. This deep-trap configuration is also used
for data acquisition with tritium, making these 83mKr
extracted parameters inputs for the tritium analysis:
B ¼ 0.957 810 4ð13Þ T is used directly, while Aj is cor-
rected for small differences in scattering environment
between the datasets.
The 83mKr data are also used to measure the frequency

variation of efficiency ϵ and detector response elements I
and Aj. By varying the background magnetic field in steps
of 0.07 mTover a range of�3.2 mT using the field-shifting
solenoid, deep-trap 83mKr 17.8-keV data (Fig. 4) are
produced at a range of frequencies in the region of interest.
The “notch” in detection efficiency at 25.93GHz arises from
electron interactions with the TM01 cavity mode due to
reflections from waveguide elements. Electrons in reso-
nance with this mode lose energy to cyclotron radiation
faster than in free space [43,44], which increases frequency
chirp (track slope) of the CRES signal and reduces the
efficiency of the event reconstruction procedure, which has
been optimized for the nonenhanced slopes. In addition to
the frequency-dependent effects described above, the effi-
ciency ϵ for tritium data also includes an analytic term that
directly depends on electron energy, in order to account for
the radiated power [38]. Detection efficiencies are deter-
minedwith uncertainties of 2%–6%.The efficiency ϵ and the
dependence ofAj on frequency, which are derived from the
field-shifted 83mKr data, are passed as inputs to the tritium
data analysis. Variations in I were found to have negligible
impact on the tritium analysis—e.g., Monte Carlo studies
showed that the best-fit E0 shifts by only 0.1� 1.9 eV.
The electron spectrum from tritium beta decay extends

out to its end point of E0 ¼ 18 574 eV [22,24,45]. All three

FIG. 3. Data and fits of the 17.8 keV 83mKr conversion electron
K line, as measured in the shallow (high-resolution) and the deep
(high-statistics) electron trapping configurations. The shallow
trap exhibits an instrumental resolution of 1.66� 0.19 eV
(FWHM), while the deep trap provides direct calibration of
the tritium data-taking conditions.

FIG. 4. The 17.8 keV 83mKr conversion electron line recorded in
the deep trap with varying magnetic background fields (red to
blue). The gray curve shows the efficiency’s response to frequency
variation, extrapolated from single trap data. The green curve is
corrected for energy dependence of emitted cyclotron power and
shows the relative efficiency predicted for tritium data.
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DAQ frequency windows were used simultaneously to
record around the end point, with the combined analysis
window spanning 16.2–19.8 keV (25.81–25.99 GHz). Over
the 82-live-day data-taking period, using the high-statistics
deep-trap configuration, 3770 distinct tritium events were
recorded.
The tritium analysis follows Eq. (3), where the under-

lying spectrum Ytritium [46] here is an approximated beta
spectrum [47] convolved with the final state distribution of
the 3HeTþ decay product [23]. A flat background compo-
nent is included as a free fit parameter. Approximations are
made to the instrumental resolution I and energy loss L to
reduce computing time, to include an explicit parameter σ
describing instrumental resolution width, and to account for
differences in scattering environment, with an estimated
46% of events detected before scattering. The approximate
model produces correct coverages and no biases for
ensembles of Monte Carlo data generated with an unap-
proximated model.
The end point and neutrino mass limit are determined

using both Bayesian and frequentist analyses validated with
Monte Carlo studies. Separate fits were performed to
measure E0 and to constrain mβ. The frequentist analysis
allows E0 to float freely for both fits. The frequentist
E0 fit fixes mβ at 0 eV=c2. The frequentist m2

β fit uses the
procedure in Ref. [48]; the best-fit value is converted
to an mβ limit using the Feldman-Cousins method [49].
The Bayesian analysis employs a weakly informative
σ ¼ 300 eV normal prior on E0 for both fits. The
Bayesian E0 fit constrains mβ near 0 eV=c2. The
Bayesian mβ fit employs a uniform prior on neutrino mass
between 0.0085 eV=c2 and 1 keV=c2—limits from mass
splittings [3] and from the analysis window, respectively—
with error-function tapered edges.
Figure 5 shows the measured tritium spectrum and

fits, with results summarized in Table I. The end-point

and mass values are consistent with each other and with
literature values. No counts were detected in the 1.2-keV
measurement window beyond the 18.6-keV end point.
This sets a stringent upper limit on backgrounds of
≤3 × 10−10 counts eV−1 s−1. The end-point uncertainty
contributions are listed in Table II. Statistical uncertainty
dominates the uncertainty budget, with determination of
systematic effects also statistics limited.
These results highlight the capabilities of the frequency-

based CRES technique. 83mKr calibration data demonstrate
its inherently high resolution, enabling the modeling of the
effects of missing tracks and magnetic field inhomogene-
ities and thereby the full quantitative characterization of
the detector response. Energy- and frequency-dependent
effects are measured and controlled to allow analysis across
a multi-keV continuous spectrum. The dominant back-
ground is rf noise fluctuations, consistent with expectation,
which is characterized and rejected to achieve a zero-
background measurement. These characteristics combine
to enable the first tritium end-point measurement and direct
neutrino mass limit with the novel CRES technique.
These measurements demonstrate significant advances

for CRES and suggest avenues for improving its sensitivity
to mβ. The analysis is statistics limited, motivating
pursuit of a large-volume CRES apparatus [33]. The
planned cavity-based detection geometry will benefit from
increased signal power due to enhanced spontaneous
emission on resonance [43,44] while also reducing the
Doppler shift, thus simplifying event morphology. Paired
with reduced noise, potentially from the use of quantum

FIG. 5. Measured tritium end-point spectrum with Bayesian
and frequentist fits. Inset: frequentist neutrino mass and end-point
contours.

TABLE I. Extracted tritium end-point values with 1σ uncer-
tainty and neutrino mass 90% credible or confidence intervals.
The literature value is E0 ¼ 18 574 eV [22,24,45].

End point [eV] mβ limit [eV=c2]

Bayesian 18 553þ18
−19 <155

Frequentist 18 548þ19
−19 <152

TABLE II. Contributions to end-point uncertainty σðE0Þ in the
frequentist analysis. Individual systematic uncertainty contribu-
tions were computed via the method of Asimov sets [50];
therefore, they do not sum in quadrature to the total systematic
uncertainty, which takes into account correlations.

Uncertainty Parameters σðE0Þ [eV]
Magnetic field B 4
Magnetic field broadening σ 4
Scattering γH2

, Aj 6
Efficiency variation ϵ 4
Other freq. dependence σðfcÞ, AjðfcÞ 6

Systematics total 9

Statistical 17
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amplifiers, the SNR and, thus, detection efficiency can be
significantly enhanced. More sophisticated reconstruction
techniques, including matched filtering and/or machine
learning [51], have the potential to further increase
reconstruction efficiency and enable the identification of
sidebands, providing input for kinematic corrections to
improve resolution [38]. Novel calibration with a tunable
monoenergetic electron source will be required to further
improve detector response characterization, as the
CRES resolution has already surpassed the natural line-
width of the 17.8-keV K line of 83mKr and atomic shakeup
and shakeoff satellites contribute significantly to the 83mKr
line shape [40].
Project 8 aims to combine these advances with an atomic

tritium source to bypass the molecular final state broad-
ening and uncertainties. This sets the stage for a next-
generation neutrino mass experiment probing the full range
of mβ allowed by the inverted neutrino mass ordering.
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